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A Healthier Living with SomaLife
Be more energetic with SomaLife professional-grade supplements.

All Creatures Great & Small
SomaLife became aware of Belos Cavalos 501c3
and the demands of our specialized equine
activities, introducing me to their product
SomaPet, formulated specifically for horses.
Since then, all members of our herd faithfully
receive SomaPet. Our horses ranged in age
from 6 to 31 years old. Their breeds included
Friesian, Lusitanos, Thoroughbred, Appaloosa,
Quarter Horse, and Mini Horses.
Within a month of starting SomaLife’s pet
supplement, we observed benefits for all
the horses.

Thank you, SomaLife!
Your superb products have changed both the
lives of my animals and my own!

called Belos Cavalos 501c3, in Northern
California. We work with individuals suffering
the effects of severe trauma. It is critical our herd
of ten horses maintain peak physical and
emotional wellness, to engage with the
vulnerable populations we serve.
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Whether herbivore like horses, carnivore like cats
and dogs, or omnivore like ourselves, essential
amino acids are the building blocks of protein
and constitute an essential part of our diet.
SomaLife understands this important
physiology, formulating SomaPet supporting
our animals’ health, wellness, and longevity.
I take the same product, formulated by SomaLife
for humans, Youth Formula. I am completely
convinced. I too, feel the difference! I refuse to
miss my own daily dose.
I encourage you and your animals to begin a
regimen of wellness and include SomaLife
formulas in your healthy nutritional routine,
every day.

I am certain, everyone reading this article has
their own unique story of what led you to
SomaLife products and the reasons why you
rarely, if ever, miss a dose! This is my story.
My name is Charlyn Belluzzo; a Doctor of Public
Health and Tropical Medicine. I am an
experienced corporate and non-profit leader
with expertise in global health, population
wellness, and clinical research. I founded a
non-profit equine experiential organization

As a doctor and a research scientist, I critically
evaluated these changes in our herd and
trust in the benefits we detected. The science
makes sense.

Overall good health and wellness.
We have experienced no colic issues, enjoyed
excellent vitality, generally good joint health and
movement, and the horses have a beautiful
shiny appearance.
Calm and confident temperament.
This is critical in our field; the horses must
interact with all types of people in various
settings and emotional states. Safety for
humans and horses is our number one priority.
We feel SomaPet steadies our horses’ emotional
balance and supports a safe learning and
healing environment. Horses cannot lie.
They act as they feel.
Balanced weight management.
Our elderly horses have maintained their weight
and strength and the mini horses that risk
weight gain have been consistent and stable.

Dr. Charlyn Belluzzo
MBA, PhD, ScMD
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Youth Formula & IQ150 Testimonial
I recently had the extreme pleasure to meet
Marlies White in an online course. I was so
taken by Marlies’ knowledge and dedication
that I had to try SomaLife. What a difference in
my mental alertness and overall wellness.
I’ll be continuing the Youth Formula and the
IQ 150 without a doubt. With my expertise in
Online Business Coaching, Marlies asked me
for some social media suggestions. I’m extremely happy I was able to
give back and help her with ideas to spread her amazing offering.

Olive Dodd - Online Business Coach
Most baby boomer women who want to move their solopreneur
business online feel frustrated and overwhelmed by the unfamiliar
online options, language, and technology. But after working with my
personalized coaching system, they experience how the clarity of a
roadmap and technical tutoring, can help create their thriving business
system so that they find passion, confidence, and freedom in doing what
they do best.

Announcement
The Complete Series of

WOMAN OF WORTH
Books are Now

#1 BEST SELLERS!
BOOK 7 16 Women Who Are Thriving
Through Turbulent Times

BOOK 6 Women’s Wellness:

Aging at Any Age with Moxie!

Marlies is excited to announce she has a chapter in both of these
collaborations, and you can purchase your copy at
awomanofworth.com/marlies-white

olivedodd.com • facebook.com/olivedoddonline/

SOMAPET WORKS AT THE CELLULAR LEVEL
1

7 Feedback Loop, Hypothalamus
measures and controls the
release of healing, repair and
growth factors

SomaPet taken
orally travel to the
Stomach

6 Healthier cells
(85-100 trillion cells)

2 Amino acids are
absorbed into the
blood stream from the
stomach and travel to
the Pituitary

5 These peptides trigger
repair and regeneration
of damaged cells

3 Healing, repair and growth factors
released from the pituitary travel
to the Liver

4

Release of further healing and
repair peptides which travel
to damaged cells

Quote of the Month
“If you are working on something that you really care about,
you don’t have to be pushed. The vision pulls you.”
— Steve Jobs
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Have a Safe and Happy Hallowe’en! SomaPet.com

Want to Place an Order?
We guarantee a prompt response with a smile!
Kim will be happy to assist you with your questions and your order.

Customer Service
(877) 256-7662

support@SomaLife.com
Watch for the SomaLife Newsletter available the
last Wednesday of each month.

